Agfa HealthCare's Enterprise Imaging solution includes task-based workflow optimization capabilities, which provide several advantages, including automation of tasks and workflow rules to improve productivity.

The power of a consolidated platform results in creation of a vast data lake, ready for analysis by radiologists, diagnosticians, researchers and academics to help improve quality of care by better understanding disease and population health data. This helps care organizations progress from Descriptive to Predictive Analytics models to improve early detection of diseases, and introduce care plan models that help enforce and improve patient engagement and compliance.

Agfa HealthCare Enterprise Imaging platform is standards-based and enables seamlessly embedding of machine learning algorithms.
Meet Dr. Anjum Ahmed, Agfa HealthCare’s expert in Augmented Intelligence.

Anjum will be presenting use cases and highlighting collaborations in the Artificial Intelligence exhibition area (AIX) in Expo Hall X1.

Value-Based Application of AI in Radiology

Agfa HealthCare is active in the application of workflow automation and validation of AI in Medical Imaging. In Anjum’s session, learn from clinical use cases how an Enterprise Imaging enabled ecosystem of AI Applications may help enable an outcomes based strategy to apply AI, and bring Radiology at the forefront of delivering patient-centered care.

Let’s go there: